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Methods underlying cluster analysis are very useful in data analysis, especially when the 

processed volume of data is very large, so that it becomes impossible to extract essential 

information, unless specific instruments are used to summarize and structure the gross 

information. In this context, cluster analysis techniques are used particularly, for systematic 

information analysis. The aim of this article is to build an useful model for banking field, 

based on data mining techniques, by dividing the groups of borrowers into clusters, in order 

to obtain a profile of the customers (debtors and good payers). We assume that a class is 

appropriate if it contains members that have a high degree of similarity and the standard 

method for measuring the similarity within a group shows the lowest variance. After 

clustering, data mining techniques are implemented on the cluster with bad debtors, reaching 

a very high accuracy after implementation. The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 

describes the model for data analysis based on a specific scoring model that we proposed. In 

section 3, we present a cluster analysis using K-means algorithm and the DM models are 

applied on a specific cluster. Section 4 shows the conclusions. 
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1 Introduction 

Data mining is a technique that consists 

of analysing large volumes of 

information stored in data warehouses, in 

order to resolve decision problems. The 

technique is derived from three categories 

of software applications: the statistical 

ones, artificial intelligence applications 

based on neuro-fuzzy algorithms and the 

ones based on automated machine 

learning. Once the data has been 

prepared, the next step is to generate 

previously unknown patterns from the 

data using inductive learning. The most 

popular types of patterns are 

classification models, clustering and 

association rules that describe relations 

between attributes. Although methods 

and knowledge extraction techniques are 

applied in automatic mode, the process 

requires considerable human effort 

involved especially in the stages of 

analysis, but also in those of validation 

the results. There is a great deal of 

overlap between data mining and 

statistics. In fact most of the techniques 

used in data mining can be placed in a 

statistical framework. 

The steps taken in the entire process are [6]: 

  collect data from multiple sources: 

web, text, databases, data 

warehouses ; 

  data filtering by eliminating errors. 

When using a data warehouse, this 

process is removed because a 

process of extraction, transformation 

and loading (ETL) was already 

applied on the data ; 

   establishing key data attributes that 

will participate in the DM process, 

by selecting those properties that 

interest the analysis ; 

   application of templates and detection 

/ analysis of new knowledge ; 

   visualization, validation and 

evaluation of results. 

The steps in the mining process are 

performed iteratively until meaningful 

business knowledge is extracted.  

The main idea of the article is to build a 

model based on data mining techniques that 

can predict customer behaviour over time. 

We used hierarchical clustering method on 
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the set of records, in order to obtain a 

profile of the customers. Then, we 

applied the data mining models on the 

cluster with bad debtors, reaching a very 

high accuracy after implementation.  

The paper is structured as follows: 

Section 2 describes the model for data 

analysis based on a specific scoring 

model that we proposed. In section 3, we 

present a cluster analysis using K-means 

algorithm and the DM models are applied 

on a specific cluster. Section 4 shows the 

conclusions. 

For testing different methods we used 

Oracle Data Mining (ODM) that is 

organized around several generic 

operations, providing an unified interface 

for extraction and discovery functions. 

These operations include functions for 

construction, implementation, testing and 

manipulation of data to create models. 

ODM implements a series of algorithms 

for classification, prediction, regression, 

clustering, association, selection, and data 

analysis. Oracle Data Miner provides the 

following options for each stage: for 

transforming the data and build models 

(build), for testing the results (test) and 

for the evaluation and application on new 

data sets (apply). 

 

2 The model for data analysis 

The study is based on financial data in 

2009 from an important bank in Romania 

and the target customers are credit card 

holders. Among the 18239 instances, 

1489 record arrears. The research 

involves normalization of attribute values 

and a binary variable as response 

variable: 1 for the default situation and 0 

for non-default. Explanatory variables or 

the attributes are found in the scoring 

model proposed by us that includes: 

Credit amount (the amount limit by 

which the debtor may have multiple 

withdrawals and repayments from the 

credit card), Credit balance, Opening date 

of the credit account, credit product 

identification, Category, Currency, 

Client’s name, Gender, Age, Marital 

status, Profession, Client with history 

(including other banking products and 

payment history), Deposit state, Amounts of 

deposits opened in the bank, if applicable, 

Scoring rate (scoring points from 1 to 6, 1 is 

for the best and 6 for the weakest debtor).  

Data was divided into two tables, one used 

for model construction and one for testing 

and validating the model. Each case contains 

a set of attributes, of which one is the 

profiling attribute, this attribute is called 

‘RESTANTIER’ that means that the creditor 

is a bad payer if the value is 1 and is a good 

payer if the value is 0.  

First we applied three data mining models 

on the set of instances: classification, Naїve 

Bayes and  regression with support vector 

machines. We obtained a series of 

predictions for credits reimbursement and 

the comparative results show that only 845 

of 18 239 records are incorrect predictions, 

representing 4.63% of total.  

We also made a comparison of the incorrect 

predictions released by the three models: 

SVM registered 406 incorrect predictions 

(2,22%), NB recorded 703 incorrect 

predictions (3,85%), and LG registered only 

324 wrong predictions (1,77%). From cost 

point of view, LG recorded the lowest cost, 

followed by SVM, and NB is detaching 

pretty much. Although, we can consider that 

all three models can be successfully applied 

in banking practice, we extended our study 

with a clustering analysis. The following 

section presents the results.  

 

3 Cluster analysis 

3.1. Clusters building 

Cluster analysis is a collection of statistical 

methods, which identifies groups of samples 

that behave similarly or show similar 

characteristics. In common parlance it is 

also called look-a-like groups. The simplest 

mechanism is to partition the samples using 

measurements that capture similarity or 

distance between samples [3]. 

Performing a cluster analysis targeting the 

classification of a set of objects, includes the 

following steps: 
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 choosing the characteristics subject to 

classification; 

 choosing the measure in order to 

assess the proximity of objects; 

 setting  rules for grouping the classes 

or clusters; 

 building the classes (ie classification 

of objects into classes); 

 checking the consistency and 

significance of classification; 

 choosing an optimal number of 

clusters, depending on the nature of 

the classification problem and the 

purpose; 

 interpreting the significance of 

clusters. 

We could say that cluster analysis can be 

understood as a classification technique 

or algorithm for organizing the data as 

classes or representative structures that 

verify certain properties. The results of 

cluster analysis are represented either by 

a single cluster solution, or cluster 

hierarchies, containing different ways of 

configuration of the objects in classes (ie 

cluster solutions). 

We applied the clustering method on the 

set of records, taking into account only 

the important attributes. When building 

the model, we specified a number of 8 

clusters, considering our objectives. 

Therefore, we took into consideration that 

the classified objects in each group to be 

as similar in terms of certain features and 

the classified objects into a group to 

differentiate as much as possible of the 

objects classified in any of the other 

groups. 

The first criterion requires that each class 

to be as homogeneous compared to the 

characteristics considered for the 

classification of objects. The second 

criterion requires that each class may 

vary as much as possible in terms of 

classification features. A difficult problem 

that arises in cluster analysis is related to the 

need to assess the distances between classes 

or clusters. 

K-means clustering is an iterative clustering 

method, and divides the data into a number 

of clusters by minimizing an error function 

which can be expressed. The K-means 

algorithm is a non-hierarchical approach to 

forming good clusters, used to group records 

based on similarity of values for a set of 

objects. Applying the concept allows 

classification for multiple classes and 

nonlinear relationships modelling between 

data (for prediction purposes). Even though, 

there may be difficulties often in 

establishing effective metrics, the 

technology being one of the few that accepts 

as input data of different nature (continuous, 

categorical, Boolean, etc.). Since the 

computing time is directly proportional to 

the number of instances in the data set, in 

the pre-processing stage, it is required to be 

selected from the original data set a subset 

of instances of reasonable size. This method 

proved to be effective in classification 

problems, when all associated key attribute 

classes have an equal representation as a 

percentage of the dataset. The algorithm 

based on k-NN technique allows only 

making an estimation of key attribute value, 

without generating additional information 

about the instances under review, the 

structure of the data set of classification 

categories of key attribute. This technique is 

used mainly in situations where for all 

attributes, the same function of distance is 

applied. 

Figure 1 shows the cluster distribution and 

the number of observations in each cluster: 
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Fig. 1. Cluster distribution 

Classification techniques allow us to 

specify by what combination of financial 

and demographic attributes can be 

characterized customers in each class and 

make predictions on the behaviour of new 

customers of the bank in order to include 

them in one class or another. In 

conclusion, in node 9 we found 2 leaves 

with 2 clusters, one with bad debtors and 

the other with good payers but with low 

scoring rate.  

Frequency distributions of variables are 

represented by histograms. For example, 

in node 9, the amount of deposits is 

concentrated in the interval [600, 2142], and 

statistical events are focusing around 6, 

which means that most customers are 

characterized by the lowest score (ie those 

customers with a high probability of 

default). The histogram in Figure 2 shows 

the statistical distribution of events 

analyzed: 0 for the loan repayment and 1 for 

default. Thus, in node 9, good payers record 

38% of all clients, while the debtors register 

the highest percentage (62%). 

 
Fig. 2. The histogram for the debtor status 
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Fig. 3. The histogram for the scoring points 

Figure 3 shows the distribution of the 

scoring rate in a node of customer data. 

Here, all the customers registered the 

weakest result when applying the scoring 

model. 100%  received 6 points. 

 

3.2. Applying the built model on 

clusters 

Using cluster analysis, a customer ‘type’ 

can represent a homogeneous market 

segment. Targeting specific segments is an 

important issue of any bank’s strategy. This 

way, each bank can develop and sell specific 

products and services oriented on clients 

needs and desires. 

After applying the algorithms, we obtain the 

customers grouped in 8 clusters, as shown in 

the figure below: 
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Fig. 4. Clusters situation 

 

On these instances, we applied the 

predictive built models - Naive Bayes, 

SVM and LR, mentioning that we 

considered all the attributes and clusters 

obtained. The results are significant 

because all models registered over 99.8% 

accuracy.   

Applying clustering method to our data, 

we identified the customers’ profiles, 

depending on their credit history, account 

balance or scoring rate. Basically, the K-

means algorithm was used to identify 

groups of customers based on scoring 

behaviour and divides the clients into 

three major classes: a) bad payers with no 

deposits or small amounts, who 

registered the lowest scoring rate (6 

points) and big credit balance, b) 

potential insolvent clients, with scoring 

rate 5 or 6, small deposits and small 

credit balance and c) good payers with 

scoring rate 1-4 who have developed a 

good banking history. 

 

4 Conclusions 

We believe that, as of the management of 

massive amounts of data, data mining 

technology extracts successfully new 

knowledge from data collections, as 

shown in the survey presented. The built 

models provide decision alternatives for 

banking managers, based on modelling 

tools for the analysis of statistical data. 

Using statistical algorithms in order to 

determine patterns of behaviour, leads to 

creating some strong correlations for which 

the user is not able to generate queries. 

Classification and discovery of association 

rules are very important in the business 

decision process and management. 

Analytical capabilities offered by the 

proposed solutions will produce relevant 

results and assist complex decision-making 

process, contributing significantly to 

improve performance in banking. Thus, an 

effective risk management is performed and 

also robust analysis, aiming to continuously 

improve achievement and profit margin. 
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